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ART. XVI.—The Psalm-Tune Book of Nicholas Reay,
Curate of Cumwhitton, 1711-18. By ANNE G. GILCHRIST_

THIS interesting fragment, which is to be deposited, by
the kindness of our member Mr. James Hodgson, in

our cabinet at Tullie House, consists of 6 leaves, 5 1/2 ins.
by 4 ins: in size. It contains thirteen psalm-tunes and
" The Doxologies " (six) at the end, the tunes being
beautifully transcribed in square notation, and the writing
very neat and clear.

This psalter fragment is stitched in with a title-page,
also in MS.:

Nicholas Reay
his

Common Prayer
Book

June the twenty seventh
Anno Domini

1709

On the opposite page, the back of the last leaf of the
Doxologies, is the inscription:

My Father
Nicholas: Reay

departed this life at
Brumfield

May ye 7th A.D. 170I.
Ergo

Esto memor mortis
Labile tempus abit.

In presenting this interesting piece of manuscript to the
Society, Mr. James Hodgson of Cawsandside, South
Zeal, notes that it is an example of the beautiful hand-
writing of the Rev. Nicholas Reay, curate of Cumwhitton
1711-18, Rector of Nether Denton 1718-36. The book
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338^THE PSALM TUNE BOOK OF

of which the leaves were part is lost, but it probably came
to Mr. Hodgson's family from Nicholas Hall, church-
warden in Croglin in 171o, died 1758, a friend of the Rev.
Nicholas Reay, and as Mr. Hodgson believes an ancestor
of his own. Nicholas Reay married Margaret Martindale
at Bromfield 11th July 1686. The Rev. Nicholas Reay
married Elizabeth Morlay at Cumwhitton 31st May 1713,
and was father of the Rev. William Reay of whom some
account is given by Hutchinson (Cumberland, i, 148).

This small worn fragment, of a few pages only, is yet
large enough to call up a picture of church psalmody in
Cumberland in the reign of Queen Anne, long before the
general use of hymn-books had supplanted the metrical
psalms. (And the majority even of our older hymn-tunes
—to instance only the well-known eighteenth-century
tunes " St. Anne's," " Hanover," " Rockingham," and
"Christians, awake "—originally came into use as set and
sung to the metrical psalms.) But for the fact of the
thirteen psalm-tunes, so neatly noted by the curate of
Cumwhitton, being originally bound up with a prayer-
book, they might easily have been mistaken for the pro-
perty of a Scottish Presbyterian, for they are all tunes
more or less familiar in Scotland at the present day,
though some have now practically gone out of use here.

There are in this fragment eight common-metre tunes,
one long metre, one short-metre, and the " proper tunes "
for Psalms 113, 119, and 148. It is probable that some
[eaves are missing from the beginning. As it stands, Reay's
selection only allows one tune, the " Old Hundredth,"
for all long-metre psalms, and only one, " Southwell,"
for all short-metre ones. Two of the psalms to which
the tunes are assigned furnish a clue to the metrical
version probably used in Cumwhitton church in the
early years of the eighteenth century. It does not appear
to have been the New Version (licensed in 1696) of Dr.
Nicholas Brady and Nahum Tate, Poet (or Poetaster)
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Laureate, since two of the Reay tunes do not fit in this
version the psalms to which they are referred, whereas all
the tunes do fit the psalms in the Old Version of Sternhold
and Hopkins " and others " (as in Day's Psalter 1560-1)—a
more homely and sometimes more vigorous translation,
long preferred in country churches, despite of what
Playford said of these writers, that " their piety exceeded
their poetry." So we may confidently picture Cumwhitton
folk at this date singing Kethe's " All people that on earth
do dwell," and not the now-forgotten " With one consent
let all the earth " of Messrs. Tate and Brady—and singing
as meekly as we sing to-day that early mis-correction by a
too clever sixteenth-century printer of " folcke " to
" flocke," in the second verse.* Stranger would it be
to hear them singing

Like as the hart doth breath and bray
The well-springs to obtaine-

instead of " As pants the hart for cooling streams " (Here
one must confess to a preference for Tate and Brady).
But one can imagine that if the Cumwhitton congregation
were accustomed to sing

When men first enter into thy word
They find a light most cleare,
And very Idiots understand
When they it read or hear

the Idiots at any rate would not take kindly to the more
elegant paraphrase—savouring still less of the Psalms
of David:

The very entrance to Thy word
Celestial light displays,
And knowledge of true happiness
To simplest minds conveys.

While they would look vainly for the plain " sparrow on
the house top " in the new guise of

those solitary birds
That lonesome roofs frequent.

* Corrected to ' folk' in the Presbyterian Church Praise, and in the English
Hymnal.
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No wonder the New Version did not easily supplant
the Old among the unlettered country folk.

From various scraps of internal evidence one may
deduce that Reay's tunes were not all transcribed from
the same psalter. On the whole, one of the numerous
editions of Playford's Psalter, which passed through at
least twenty editions between 1671 and 1757, seems likely
to have been the chief source. But the name " Boulton "
or " Bolton " for " Coleshill " has been traced to an
anonymous Lancashire collection c. 170o, The Psalm
Singer's Necessary Companion, compiled " for the good of
the many young persons in and about these parts of the
County of Lancaster " too poor to buy the psalters of the
day. The compiler, who writes his preface from Standish,
near Wigan, recommends that the psalms should be learnt .

by heart, " so that the singer . . . . is more inwardly
influenced (if any at all) than he who knows no more of the
subject than what is contained in reading a line at a .

time."
As regards the custom of " lining out " the metrical .

psalms, Playford in the Preface to his 1677 edition (I have
not seen the earlier issue) complains of the " late in-
truding of the Scotch manner " of reading the line, having
forgotten that the practice was imported into Scotland
from England, as the result of the enactment by the .

Westminster Assembly of 1645, in their Directory for
Public Worship, " That for the present, where many of
the congregation cannot read, it is convenient that the
minister or some other fit person . . . . . do read the
psalm, line by line, before the singing thereof " a
practice long continued in country churches, and in all
probability followed in Cumwhitton church during the
curacy of the Rev. Nicholas, and for long enough after-
wards. As a fact, the Scottish Commissioners at the
Assembly strongly resented this direction, not seeing why
their better-educated people should be thus insulted—as .
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it appeared to them—because of English illiteracy; and
.only finally agreed for the sake of uniformity.* Ignoring
ecclesiastical history, however, Playford dilates on the
muddle which would ensue if the clerk happened to skip a
long line for a short, and grants that the custom of reading
the line may be useful " in some small villages near the
sea or in the Borders of Scotland, where it may chance that
not two in the congregation are book-learned, but not
here in London "—confidently reckoning congregational
illiteracy in the capital at the same small percentage of two
or three as literacy at—say Cumwhitton !

While Playford was inveighing against the reading of
the line, Thomas Mace in Musick's Monument, 1676, was
drawing a melancholy picture of the singing in country
churches generally, which indeed seems to have improved
but little during the next hundred years. " 'Tis sad to
hear," he says, " what whining, toting, yelling or screeking
there is in many country churches." Organs were scarce ;
an organ even for a small church, says Mace, would cost
from £3o to £40, and an organist would be too expensive.
But, unlike some critics, he suggests a remedy. " Let
the parish clerk be taught to pulse or strike the common
psalm-tunes for a trifle—zos, 3os., or 4os." [per annum
understood]. " This will lead to business for the clerk,
for he will be so doated on by all the pretty ingenuous
children- and young men in the parish, that they will
beg a shilling from their parents for a lesson on how to
pulse a psalm-tune, which they may learn in a fortnight's
time very well, and so in a short time the parish will swarm
with organists, and no parents will grutch the money
thus given.": One may imagine that this was not exactly

* The amusing thing is that by the time two centuries had elapsed, the Scots
were stoutly clinging to the once hated practice as a revered native tradition !
In England, " lining out " the psalms survived in places even into the eighteen-
sixties and seventies, though latterly, where a church band existed, two lines
instead of one at a time were read and then sung and played.

t In spite of the epithets, I think he means boys.
t Quoted in J. T. Lightwood's Hymn-Tunes and their Story, 19o5.
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the condition of affairs in Cumwhitton when the neat-
handed young Nicholas Reay took up his duties there in
1711; but it is pleasant to fancy him setting to work to
raise its rural psalmody to the beautiful decency and order
of his musical notation.* It was very likely his first
curacy, as he could only have been in his early twenties in
1711, judging from the date of his father's marriage.

The tunes copied by Reay run, as preserved, in the
following order:

Metre.
St. David's Tune [ assigned to] Ps. 84^C.M.
St. Mary's Tune [ „^„ ] Ps. 8, II, 24^„

Martyr's Tune^[ „^„ ] Ps. 39
Proper Tune to the Tooth Psalm^L.M.
Southwell^[ assigned to ] Ps. 25^S.M.
Boulton Tune^[ „^„ ] Ps. 6 and 12^C.M.
London New Tune[ ,,^„ ] Ps. 33 If

York Tune^[ „^„ ] Ps. 4
Westminster Tune [ „^„ ] Ps. 40

If

Winchester Tune [ , ,^, , ] Ps. 96^„

Proper Tune to Ps. 148 and 2nd part of Ps. 136
[four 6s and two 8s];

Proper Tune to Ps. 119^ D.C.M.
Proper Tune to Ps. 113^ [ten 8s]

These are all tunes in common time, for the era of the
triple-time psalm-tune of the eighteenth century had
hardly yet begun to dawn. Nor would Cumwhitton yet ,.

one may guess, have heard Croft's new tune to Ps. 42 "As
pants the hart," now familiar to us as " St Anne's " (Our
God our help in ages past)—this tune, long in taking hold .

at first, having gained in dignity and breadth while
losing its first plaintiveness of association. Of the above
thirteen tunes—all dating from the sixteenth or early
seventeenth century—" St. David's, " St. Mary's,"

*I notice, however, that he does not always remember to insert the key-
signature.
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" York," " Winchester," " London New " and the
" Proper Tune to the Hundredth Psalm " still survive
in English and Scottish use. " Martyr's "—a fine old
rugged Dorian (not to be confused with " Martyrdom ")
and " Boulton " (" Coleshill ") are not yet forgotten in
Scotland, and " plaintive ` Martyrs ' " as Burns calls it,
has recently been revived in the English Hymnal. " West=
minster " is a shortened form of Orlando Gibbons' "Angels'
Song "; " Southwell "—a curious minor—Reay's one
short-metre tune, is found in Damon's Psalter, 1579, but
is considerably different in Reay's copy.

The Proper Tunes to Psalms 148 and 136, and that of
Psalm 119, which were new tunes in the Scottish Psalter
of 156o, are now obsolete in both England and Scotland,
but the fine Proper Tune of Ps. 113 (sometimes called the
" Patriarch's Tune "), which can be traced back to a
Strasbourg collection of 1537, and which forms the basis of
later German and Walloon carols and has also been cut to
fit various English hymns, has not yet gone out of use.
The Proper Tune to Ps. Too is not yet in 1709 called the
" Old Hundredth." Not that there was ever a " new
Hundredth, but the tune came, later, to be associated
with the " Old Version " of the psalms. Though first
known in England as " The Hundredth," in the French
Psalter from which it was originally taken it is set to Ps.
134.

" York " was first called " Stilt " (Sc. Psalter, 1615)—
nobody knows why. Ravenscroft called it a " northern
tune " and " proper for joyful ditties." It is set in Reay's
selection to Ps. 4—hardly to be called a joyful psalm. It
became extremely popular in the eighteenth century—a
period of which it has been sweepingly said that only
some half-dozen psalm-tunes remained in use, not one
even of these being sung correctly. So late as 1762 a
writer says he has heard " York " sung fifteen times a
week at one church—while it was no uncommon thing to
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hear tunes of one metre sung to psalms of another. So
things do not seem to have progressed much since Thomas
Mace and John Playford were lamenting the state of
English psalmody in their day.

The tune "Boulton," on the page reproduced from
Reay's MS., has an interesting history. "Boulton " (or
"Bolton ") alias "Dublin" or " Hull " or "Coleshill "
(the name by which it is now best known) seems to be a
form of the old tune "Windsor"=" Eaton "=" Dundee."
In " The Cottar's Saturday Night " Burns speaks of
" ` Dundee's ' wild warbling measures "—meaning this
tune.* (The wild warbling does not belong to the time it-
self but to the way in which it was sung) . The first
appearance of " Windsor " or " Dundee " as a psalm-tune
was as set to Ps. 116 in Damon's Psalter, 1591. But the
Rev. H. Parr has shown that it is almost certainly an
adaptation from one of the tunes in Christopher Tye's
Actes of the Apostles, 1553. In this remarkable musical
work, dedicated to Henry VIII, Tye essayed to set the
whole of the Acts, narrated in " English Metre," to music-
a tune for each chapter,—and " Windsor " is adapted from
the tune to Chapter III, which began thus:

Peter and John they took their way
The Temple up unto,
About the ninth hour for to pray,
As they were wont to do.

Only fourteen chapters of this post-Reformation
doggerel were ever published. Nevertheless, some well-
known tunes, including " Winchester (sung to " While
shepherds watched their flocks by night ") and " South-
wark," are derived from this source. " Boulton " or
" Coleshill " seems to have been evolved from " Windsor,"
at a later period. Robert Bremner, in his Treatise of
Music, 1756, remarks that " the ` Dundee ' [i.e. ` Wind-

* The major tune called " Dundee " in England is known as " French "
in Scotland.
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sor '] tune has been laid aside by such precentors or
church clerks as have been regularly taught, because they
found it was impossible to bring their congregations to
fall the half-note [at the end of the first strain], they
having been in use for many years past to fall a whole note
—that is to sing G natural instead of G sharp. How-
ever, the untaught singer, with his modal unsharpened
seventh, seems to have solved the difficulty in his own
way by falling a whole fourth at the end of the first
line, as in "Boulton," and this sharp-less version, found
in Barton's Psalms, 1644, would appear to have become
traditional. In Barton's Psalms it is called " London
long tune, proper for Solemn ditties and used every-
where."

" Coleshill " or "Boulton " seems to have had a tradi-
tional attraction for Cumberland singers, for the late Mr.
A. Foxton Ferguson some years ago sent to the Folk-Song
Society a funeral verse with its tune, as sung traditionally
and unaccompanied by " a whole race of sextons in a
Cumberland village " which he had just visited, " from the
lych-gate into the church "—this funeral verse proving to
be the third verse of Psalm 90 in Tate and Brady's New
Version, and its tune a traditional form of " Boulton,"
here printed for comparison with the Cumwhitton copy.

Such are the doleful associations of this tune (note the
psalms to which it is assigned in Reay's MS.), which
nevertheless, according to James Love in Scottish Church
Music, 1891, would be found quite suitable to such psalms
as " God is our refuge and our strength "if sung quickly and
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boldly. The Cumberland sextons' version, however, with
its inserted notes, gives some slight hint of the way in
which a plain old psalm-tune might be " warbled."

The adoption of Ps. 9o, v. 3 as a funeral verse in Cum-
berland is probably not of earlier date than Tate and
Brady's version. Though " Windsor " (the earlier form
of " Boulton ") is already set to Ps. 90 in Playford's
Psalter, one can hardly imagine the sexton greeting the
funeral train with John Hopkins's harsher rendering:

Thou grindest man through grief and paine
to dust or clay and then:
And then thou sayest againe return
Againe, ye sons of men.

" And then, and then "—for Hopkins must pad out the
too short verse, like Tate and Brady. But this funeral
verse, as such, is of some interest. The Prayer Book prose
psalm (derived from the Great Bible) reads " Thou turnest
man to destruction; againe thou sayest, Come againe ye
children of men." Tate and Brady, like both Kethe (in
the Sc. Psalter) and Hopkins before them, seem in the
same way to use the word " Return " as meaning " Return
again from the dust " (not to it)—thus embodying the
thought of resurrection, not really present in the verse.
Dr. Moffat's New Translation runs: " Thou crumblest
man away, summoning men back to the dust." (The
" grindest " of Hopkins thus seems to show that the
Old Version of the Metrical psalms was, as its authors
state, " conferred with the Hebrew.").

After the thirteen psalm-tunes are appended six Gloria
Patri's or Doxologies in five different metres—two being
for C.M. psalms. At this period Bishop Ken's " Praise
God from whom all blessings flow," had not yet come into
general use. The "Gloria Patri to ye tooth Psàlm Tune "
requires a strange accentuation —"̀  Al-tee-lu-j ali "—for
the word " Allelujah," as may be seen:
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Glory and praise be given most
To Father, Son and Holy Ghost,
Allelujah, Allelujah,
Allelujah, Allelujah.

The Doxology to the 119th Psalm preserves an archaic
D.C.M. version (found at the end of the Venite in an
English Psalter of 1576) beginning

All laud and praise be to the Lord
O that of might art most—

where the " laud " and " Lord " of the first line offend the
modem ear, while the second line confuses it. But " for
all tunes going in Common Order " [i.e. in common or
ballad metre] there is an easier form:

To Father, Son and Holy Ghost
All glory be therefore,
As in beginning was, is now,
And shall be evermore.

Doxologies, or " Conclusions " as they are there called,
are found in many different metres in the Scottish Psalter
of 1595. Amongst them are to be found lines like the
curious " O that of might art most " above, such as
" Gloir to the Father of michtis maint " and " Our God of
michtis most." But the Westminster Assembly deprived
the Scots of the Conclusions to their metrical psalms; for
the Gloria Patri at the end of each psalm—though
apparently restored to use early in the eighteenth century,
or perhaps rather earlier with the issue of the Supplement
to the New Version—was cast out by the Westminster
Divines, in accordance with their resolve to " keep
punctuallie to the original text without any addition.''
In the case of the Doxology particularly, says Robert
Baillie; who was one of the Scottish Commissioners at the
Assembly, • " we and they were content to omitt that
whereupon we saw both the Popish and Prelaticall partie
did so much dote " In Scotland the Brownists
had already " scundered " at the Conclusion, and Baillie,
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about two years before the Assembly met, had some strong
words to say to three or four yeomen of his flock on the
subject. " I forwarne you," he says, " the rejecting of the
conclusion is one of the first links of the whole chain of
Brunism [Brownism]. We have oft seen from this
beginning, seducers in this land, have drawne on there
followers to scunder at and reject our whole psalmes in
meeter, and then to refuse our prayers, then our sacra-
ments, then our preaching, then at last our church, our
covenant and all."*

Happily, though the " whole psalmes in meeter " are
no longer sung in Cumwhitton (or any other Anglican
church since about the seventies; in Kirk Arbory,
Isle of Man, they were in use till 188o), the above prophetic
sequence of resultant schisms has stopped short of Baillie's
worst forebodings.

* Livingston's Scottish Psalter, 1635 [Reprint, 1864J Dissertation I, p. 36.
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